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IN THE LIVING ROOM, VINTAGE 
PIERRE JEANNERET ARMCHAIRS 
FLANK AN ORIGINAL MANTEL;  
A CLAREMONT LINEN COVERS THE 
BEATA HEUMAN–DESIGNED SOFA, 
AND A PIERRE FREY MATERIAL WAS 
USED FOR THE CURTAINS. FOR 
DETAILS SEE RESOURCES.

FRESH 
TAKE

Interior designer Beata Heuman 
teaches a young family’s turn- 

of-the-century London house 
more than a few new tricks
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fter working from home, it’s going to  
be hard to go into the office,” says a 
30-something London media man who 
counts himself lucky to have spent a 
surprisingly blissful lockdown with his 
wife and twin toddler daughters. “Three 
meals a day in the kitchen, using the spare 
room in the attic as an office—it’s been  
a pleasure to spend so much time here,”  
he says of the family’s circa-1903 redbrick 
charmer in Queen’s Park, a bohemian 
enclave in northwest London. “I’m not 
sick of anything. I thought the colors  
were going to be a bit much, but they’re 

wonderful. There’s a real harmony about the place, but it’s not 
too serious; you don’t have to be on your best behavior. She  
has such a skill for stylishness but also how to make a home.”

She would be Beata Heuman, the Swedish-born, London-
based It girl of the AD100: young, droll, creative, and envelope- 
pushing. The couple crossed paths with Heuman and her 
husband at dinners and the convivial like, but they weren’t 
familiar with her work until late 2016, just before they bought 
a four-bedroom terraced house in a decidedly woeful state—
one room literally had a massive mushroom growing on a wall— 

a
ABOVE A STAINLESS-STEEL ISLAND CENTERS THE NEW KITCHEN. RANGEMASTER RANGE; REMAINS LIGHTING (FOREGROUND) AND  
 VAUGHAN PENDANTS. OPPOSITE DESIGNER BEATA HEUMAN IN THE ENTRANCE HALL, FRAMED BY VINTAGE BRASS SLIDING DOORS. 
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ABOVE A CUSTOM-MADE RUNNER BY HEUMAN RISES UP THE STAIRCASE. VAUGHAN LANTERN; FARROW & BALL PAINT ON WALLS AND WOODWORK. 
OPPOSITE HEUMAN DESIGNED A CANOPIED SOFA FOR THE FAMILY ROOM, A.K.A. THE SNUG; SILK WALL COVERING BY DEDAR.

“How do I tell my friends I have a canopied sofa?” 
the husband says of one quirky Heuman design.
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Heuman “captures 
something in  
the imagination  
and makes it  
more romantic,”  
the wife explains.

TOP A MASHARABIYA-INSPIRED VANITY IN THE MAIN 
BATH, WHICH HAS POLISHED CONCRETE WALLS. 

ABOVE RIGHT BORDERLINE FABRIC CURTAINS IN THE 
MAIN BEDROOM, ALONG WITH A CUSTOM-MADE 

WARDROBE. RIGHT SOANE BRITAIN SCONCES AND 
WALL COVERING IN POWDER ROOM. 

and decided they needed assistance. “We saw her Instagram and 
said, ‘Holy hell, she’s brilliant,’ ” the husband recalls. As for 
Heuman’s freewheeling sense of adventure, that became readily 
apparent soon after the epic renovation, with architect Joseph 
Edwards, began. The thorough refresh included preserving 
and restoring many original elements—what the husband calls 

“the layers of life”—such as carved-stone mantels that more 
timid souls might have found irredeemably ugly rather than 
delightfully odd.

“JUST WHEN YOU GET your head around an idea Beata proposed, 
another one turns up,” the wife, who works in film and televi-
sion and is used to spontaneous creativity, explains. “There 
was a lot of that. And we’d say, ‘Wow, okay, let’s try it.’ Most of 
the time, she was completely right.” That includes suggesting  
a surprisingly operatic sofa for the so-called snug, a cozy tele-
vision room that’s clad in a big, bold tiger-print fabric that the 
clients found on their own, to Heuman’s mixmaster delight. 
(She had proposed striping the walls, but, the wife says, “Our 

instinct was to do something crazy.”) Sheltered beneath a 
towering canopy, the seat was inspired by the delirious 18th-
century chinoiserie daybeds at Stanway House, the Earl of 
Wemyss’s Jacobean ancestral pile in Gloucestershire. Though 
the husband initially had misgivings (“How will I tell my 
friends I have a canopied sofa?”), he has become its biggest fan, 
lolling there with his daughters, reading books, or watching 
the television that’s concealed behind a zodiac-painted panel 
above the fireplace. 

In Heuman’s world, there’s no reason to have a standard-
issue oven hood, to cite yet another example of her cheerfully 
contrarian aesthetic. In the sunny new kitchen that extends 
into the garden at the rear of the house, smoke-extract pipes 
are concealed within a copper sheath-cum-shelf that snakes 
across a wall like a smartened-up piece of industrial flotsam. 

“In farms in Sweden, you see pipes clad in metal and which you 
can use for storage, too,” explains the designer, noting that the 
copper sheets, pieced together with matching nailheads, have 

“a lovely reflectiveness and will darken over time.”

ABOVE IN THE MAIN BEDROOM, SOANE BRITAIN READING LIGHTS PEER AROUND A CUSTOM HEADBOARD DRESSED IN A GUY GOODFELLOW COLLECTION 
STRIPE. PENDANT LIGHT BY GONG; WALL COVERING BY PHILLIP JEFFRIES; VOLGA LINEN BEDSHEETS; BED-SKIRT FABRIC BY SOANE BRITAIN. 
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DETAILS LIKE THAT are really brilliant,” the husband enthusiasti-
cally observes. A colorful jungle-like mosaic, made by a family 
friend, surrounds the children’s bath. Wafer-thin reeded 
paneling wainscots a tiny powder room without encroaching 
on the space. Ribbonlike brass handles handmade by Florentine 
craftsmen ornament cabinets. Heavy brass doors, which once 
graced the BBC’s former headquarters, now slide open to the 
living room. “I love the history of them, but the builders weren’t 
very happy,” the husband continues. A couple of years ago, he 
and his wife missed the chance to purchase an 1870s Aesthetic 
Movement cabinet at the Masterpiece London art-and-antiques 
fair, so Heuman channeled a magnified adaptation for the main 
bedroom. The wall-spanning armoire that resulted is hand-
painted, Cocteau style, with the sun and moon and spattered 

with stars. “I wasn’t expecting it to be so huge, but it’s so 
theatrical and wonderful and magical,” the wife says, adding 
that she can imagine her girls seeing it as an entrance to Narnia. 

“That’s what Beata’s brilliant about: She captures something  
in the imagination and makes it more romantic.”

The otherworldliness that Heuman conjured has kept the 
family from going stir-crazy during monthslong sheltering at 
home. “So much of what some of us do can be done at home 
and sometimes a lot more effectively,” the husband says, adding 
that although many people have been uneasily stripped of 
their business personae during the pandemic, for him, “it’s 
been great to pop down, have fun with the kids, and then head 
back upstairs. Terrible things have happened in the world,  
but there have been wonderful moments, too.” 

LEFT HEUMAN DESIGNED A 
PLASTER PENDANT AND SWAN 
BRACKETS FOR THE MAIN 
BATH. WINDOW BLIND OF A 
CHRISTOPHER FARR CLOTH 
FABRIC WITH SAMUEL & SONS 
BRAID. OPPOSITE THE TWINS’ 
BEDROOM BLUSHES WITH  
A LAKELAND PAINTS PINK AND 
IS CURTAINED WITH A HOWE 
LONDON FABRIC. ON CHAIR,  
A LE MANACH COTTON.
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